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B&P Special 

 

 

DRIVERLESS: 

SAFETY, LEGAL LIABILITIES AND ETHICALLY COMPLEX 

ALGORITHMS IN AUTONOMOUS CARS’ TECHNOLOGY 

 

In the near future, technology will allow the spread of autonomous vehicles. This 

will deliver major benefits for road safety. Other likely benefits concern reduction 

of air pollutant emissions, as well as of the stress connected to driving. There are, 

however, several problems to be addressed, not just from the technological point 

of view. After a brief description of the state of the art in this field and of the 

advantages and disadvantages of autonomous driving, this paper outlines some 

of the complex legal and ethical issues that will have to be addressed. In 

particular, it examines: 

 

- the legal liabilities in case of accidents; 

 

- the ethical issues in the process of setting the algorithms that will indicate the 

choices to be made in critical situations (algorithms’ ethics).  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Driverless: this is the future of road traffic. In a first stage, a qualified driver will 

still be present on the driver seat: they will carry out work or leisure activities, 

but they will need to be ready to resume control of the vehicle when so 

requested by the computer system. In a second stage, less far away than we 

might imagine, there will be no driver, but only passengers in a vehicle entirely 

managed by technology. 

 

Every year worldwide, about 1.4 million people die because of road accidents: 

a massacre.  If you want to fly from Milan to London and you decide to drive to 

the airport, the greater risk will by far take place while you will be driving. The 

most reliable statistics about the causes of road accidents attribute them, in 

about 90% of cases, to the driver’s inappropriate behavior. Only in 

approximately 2% of the cases, the responsibility is to be attributed to 

technological defects of the vehicle (which, however, for the most part depend 

on inadequate maintenance) .  

 

With the widespread use of driverless cars, the decrease in the frequency and 

severity of accidents will be drastic: this is indicated by all the currently 

available independent scientific projections. There are, as we will see, many 

other advantages related to the introduction of this technology (in addition to 

several problems, which will be also examined). The benefits briefly illustrated 

above in terms of safety, however, seem to be sufficient to promote the 

driverless technology. 

 

AUTONOMOUS CARS: TIMING AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHOICES 

 

When will we be able to see large-scale applications of the driverless 

technology? Sooner than we might think. 

 

First, history shows us that technology has always been able to change 

people's lives very quickly. In the picture below, you can see Milan in the late 

nineteenth century: we can only see horse-drawn carriages. 
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In the picture that follows, however, Milan is portrayed during the twenties: 

motor vehicles or electric traction vehicles had completely replaced animal 

traction, despite the First World War and an industrial system vastly less 

developed than it is today. Who would have bet, in the late nineteenth century, 

on such a rapid disappearance of horses from our streets? 

 

 

 

Second, the evolution of this technology is going to take place gradually, 

rather than through sudden jumps. Even today, devices that enable 

technology to take control of the vehicle, taking over the driver’s actions in 

critical situations, are available on a large scale. Think of automatic braking, 

automatic speed control, and parking aid. 

 

Third, at the level of niche applications and experiments, we are already well 

beyond. There are sites where industrial vehicles already cover several 

kilometers without a driver. Moreover, several tests have been under way for a 

long time.  More trials -  of much larger scale - will start in 2017. All major car 

manufacturers and many software developers are actively engaged in the 

development of the sector. 

 

To make a long story short, the current situation (almost complete control by 

the driver) will be overcome in four steps. The first two steps will involve the 

automation of one or more functions, the driver having to remain constantly 

alert (therefore without the advantage of being able to 'do other things' while 

driving). During the third and very delicate step, the driver will be allowed to 

engage themselves in other activities, having, however, to be ready to resume 

control of the vehicle in certain critical situations. In the fourth and last phase, 

the vehicle will be completely autonomous and will be able to move without 

the presence of a licensed driver. 

 

The Driverless technology aims to integrate the Navigational Control (that we 

all know) with the Critical Event Control (which, in the event of threat, legal risk 
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or emergency, disables the Navigational Control and overrides it). The 

modalities in which the vehicle will get to know and assess the surroundings 

are still under discussion and trial. Some technologies rely heavily on 

increasingly sophisticated maps that are updated in real time, while others aim 

to the complete autonomy of the system by using radar, sensors and similar 

devices. As overall safety relies heavily on redundancies of the safety 

mechanisms, it is likely that an integration between the two systems (maps 

management and autonomous control by the vehicle devices) will prevail. 

 

AUTONOMOUS CARS: ADVANTAGES, PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES  

 

As mentioned above, overall traffic safety improvement will be the major 

advantage of the driverless technology. Facilitated time management on the 

part of those who now spend several hours driving will be a further important 

benefit; this problem nowadays is so serious that many people dramatically 

increase road traffic risks “doing other things” (typically, using their 

smartphones) while driving. The driverless technology will make it possible to 

call, watch a movie, relax while an automatic driver takes us safely to our 

destination.  

 

When fully developed technological devices will be able to completely replace 

the driver, the third big advantage will be the opening of car mobility to 

persons who - due to age, disability or choice - do not want or cannot obtain or 

maintain a driving license. 

 

Autonomous cars will reduce consistently air pollutant emissions, given that 

many inefficient actions (such as unnecessary accelerating and braking), 

which today are responsible for a significant share of emissions, will be 

avoided. Traffic jams also will be reduced, considering that they are due more 

to changes in vehicles speed than to the number of vehicles on the road. 

Additional environmental benefits should result from the possibility (in the 

mature phases of the technology diffusion) to design lighter vehicles, thanks to 

improved traffic safety conditions as a whole. 

 

Cars will become an integral part of the transport system, enabling everyone 

to cover very smoothly – on call and without the need to leave the car in a 

parking place close to the city center - the first mile and the last mile, which 

often separate one’s places of departure and destination from public transport. 

As some important advantages of this technology will concern society as a 

whole rather than its individual users, subsidies for the purchase of driverless 

cars will be acceptable under the European rules. 

 

Cars will be gradually transformed (during their normal use) from an object to 

be owned to a service to be used. This will lead, in the first place, to a drastic 
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improvement of the vehicle maintenance status, which will be taken care 

professionally by the service providers. This transformation (from product to 

service) should also help us contain that 'macho' culture that, even today, is 

often associated with the ownership and careless driving of fast cars. Let’s be 

clear, those who love sporty driving will still be able to satisfy their passions, 

but in conditions of safety for third parties, and in completely dedicated times 

and facilities (similarly to what already happens with historic cars). Ultimately, 

sporty driving will be, precisely, a sport. Like many other sports, there might be 

risks, which will, however, be usually confined to the practitioners of this 

discipline. 

 

Like every major social change, the spread of autonomous cars will also 

cause some difficulties and challenges for our society as a whole.  

 

For instance, some jobs will vanish, but others will be created or will become 

more relevant. However, it is unlikely that the driverless technology may hurt 

the automotive industry. On the contrary, the extreme ease of using 

autonomous cars - if not properly managed and integrated into the public 

transport system - will lead to a significant increase in the number of 

circulating vehicles, with potentially negative consequences in terms of traffic 

and traffic jams. Furthermore, urban planning, particularly that related to 

parking, will necessarily change: a drastic and very beneficial reduction of the 

need of parking lots very close to city centers can be predicted. We cannot 

exclude – as, unfortunately, for many other new technologies – that automatic 

guidance systems be used to facilitate terrorist attacks. 

 

However, as with most new technologies, these problems can be handled 

through adequate reflection and consequent planning. Paradoxically, it will be 

much less easy to manage the legal, sociological and ethical aspects of this 

historic transformation of our way of living, moving and interacting with 

technology. We will discuss these issues in the next two paragraphs. 

 

LEGAL ASPECTS: CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY IN CASE OF 

ACCIDENT 

 

The first legal difficulties will be terminological. 

 

Several international conventions currently require any vehicle to remain 

under the control of a 'driver', identified in a human being. The advance in 

technology will necessarily result in a change of this legislation.  We are going 

towards a different definition of 'driver', which - in the presence of all the 

requirements requested by national and international standards - will also 

include guidance systems interely or partially controlled by technology.  
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From a legal point of view, other critical issues concern software protection, 

confidentiality of personal data on the movements of people, management of 

vehicle maintenance and several others.   Of course, it is not possible to 

examine here all those aspects. We intend to focus on a single problem, 

perhaps the most important: that of legal liabilities in case of accident1.  

 

Let us start from something which is psychologically demonstrated: we tolerate 

much more easily the (inevitable and frequent) human errors than the errors 

(inevitable, but usually much less frequent) of modern technology. How many 

times, for instance, we hear expressions of concern about the incomplete 

reliability of scientific evidence in legal proceedings? This is certainly a 

problem to be dealt with (after all, science – by definition – is not 100% 

reliable2); however, have we ever wondered what is the percentage of 

reliability of witnesses, on which courts rely every single day to take their 

decisions? 

 

As mentioned above, the driverless technology will substantially increase  

overall road traffic safety, but will not entirely eliminate accidents. In some 

cases (easier to manage from a legal point of view), such accidents will be 

caused by unexpected third-party actions (think, for instance, to children that, 

at the last second, run through a fast-flowing street coming out from an hidden 

location). This is not conceptually different from what happens with existing 

cars. In other cases (much more difficult to be handled legally), some totally 

new factors - linked to technology imperfections and, in a first step, also to its 

misuse3 - will cause accidents. In other words, the accident will occur precisely 

because technology will have made a mistake, making the vehicle take wrong 

or not optimal decisions4.  

                                                           
1
 International literature on this point begins to be quite large. I will just mention the following three 

contributions: Lohmann Melinda F., Liability Issues Concerning Self-Driving Vehicles, European Journal of 

Risk Regulation (2016), n. 2, 335-340; Marchant Gary E. e Lindor Rachel A., The Coming Collision between 

Autonomous Vehicles and the Liability System, Santa Clara Law Review (2012) n. 4, 1321-1340; UK 

Department for Transport, The Pathway to Driverless Cars. Summary report and action plan, February 

2015.   

 
2
 Even recently, philosophy of science has proposed very different theories about the ultimate foundation of 

the 'scientific method'. All these theories, however, converge on one point: scientific acquisitions are never 

final and can always be refuted or corrected by new evidence. Therefore, looking for 100% reliability in 

science or technology is not only illusory, but also conceptually wrong.  

 
3
 We refer to situations that might occur in the third phase of the development of this technology, when the 

human driver can be 'distracted', but needs to be ready to resume control of the vehicle when so requested 

by the system. 'Excessive' distraction will, in this case, be fatal. This stage of the technology development 

seems to be the most delicate one. 

 
4
 Thus, to summarize, the new technology will reduce overall risks, but will create some new kinds of 

accidents, not previously possible. It is therefore likely that the search for legal liabilities will focus on these 

cases. This is not a new phenomenon. For example, with the introduction of vaccines, overall mortality has 

declined sharply; however, in rare cases, vaccines themselves do cause harm. The legal liability system (or 

circus) normally focuses on such cases. Similar situations have occurred with the introduction of airbags 
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In the latter case (wrong or not optimal decision of the technology that runs the 

vehicle) who will respond? The owner of the vehicle? The car manufacturer? 

Or the manufacturer of the driverless technology installed on the vehicle? 

 

The answer will not be identical in all countries. There are, in fact, different 

legal traditions and different civil liability systems (focused in some cases on 

negligence, in others on strict liability). Moreover, while in some countries the 

legal consequences of an accident remain restricted to the civil law domain, in 

others countries road accidents also result in criminal offences, more difficult 

to be managed when – at the end of the story - it is the technology that has 

made a mistake. 

 

Under civil law, vehicles manufacturers and software companies will 

probably accept - together with their insurers5 - to bear some forms of 

strict or aggravated liability,.  

 

In the criminal law domain, a greater cultural and theoretical change will 

probably occur. We might face a change from a criminal causality 

system based on the single event6, to a system based on probabilistic 

assessment of risk increase7. There will be no criminal liability when the 

manufacturer will have guaranteed a statistically significant risk reduction, 

consistent with the information provided to Public Authorities and to the public. 

On the contrary, there might be criminal liability in case of false information. 

 

As physics moved from the single case determinism typical of the nineteenth 

century (the classic apple that inevitably falls, because of gravity) to the 

probabilistic determinism of quantum physics, so the criminal causality system 

will in the future be increasingly based on the overall risk increase. 

Necessarily, risk increase will have to be assessed through appropriate (but 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

(which increase overall security, but in rare cases 'explode' without reason causing damage), or with the 

spread of caesarean delivery (as a whole it increases childbirth safety, but some surgical 'accidents' may 

occur during the cesarean delivery). 

 
5
 Who will benefit from a significant reduction of indemnities, due to the overall safety increase. 

 
6
 According to the traditional theory of (deterministic) causation, which dates back to David Hume, causes 

are invariably followed by their effects. Following this definition of causality, first, we could not, for example, 

argue that smoking causes lung cancer. Indeed, not all smokers will get lung cancer, nor are or were 

smokers all the sufferers of lung cancer. 

 
7
 The probabilistic causality uses probability theory to define the relationship between cause and effect. The 

central idea is that causes change the probabilities of their effects, for instance increasing risks. It is easy to 

realize that, following this idea of (probabilistic) causality, the example described in the footnote above 

ceases to be a problem.  
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far from simple) cost-benefit analysis as well as through sophisticated 

statistical tools8. 

 

ETHICAL ASPECTS: THE DECISION-MAKING ALGORITHM SETTING FOR 

CRITICAL SITUAZIONS. A CALL FOR OCCAM’S RAZOR  

 

When, while driving, we are faced with a critical situation, we must take a rapid 

decision, which does not necessarily consist in slavish compliance with the 

rules governing road traffic. 

Let us imagine, for instance, that some pedestrians suddenly cross the road in 

front of us, in the presence of the 'continuous line' that, in theory, does not 

allow us to deviate into the opposite lane. 

 

 

In this case - considered that the road is straight and that there are no vehicles 

coming from the opposite direction - the 'right' choice is obviously to evaluate 

whether the braking times are sufficient or not. In the first case brakes will be 

activated (in fact there is always a residual margin of risk in invading the 

opposite carriageway, even in the apparent absence of vehicles).  In the 

second case, we should decide (not respecting the letter of a provision of the 

Highway Code) to deviate towards the other carriageway, in order not to run 

over pedestrians. 

                                                           
8
 One of them is the statistical theory of 'conditional probability' (Thomas Bayes), which allows to evaluate 

the increased risk caused by the occurrence of a new condition. The conditional probability of A, given B, is 

the result of the division (quotient) between the joint probability of A and B and the probability of B. The 

probability of A, given B, is often different from the probability of B, given A. For example, the probability of 

having colon cancer of those who test positive to the screening of blood in the stool is very different from the 

probability that those with colon cancer test positive for the screening of blood in the stool. Knowing one of 

these two probabilities, it is possible to calculate the other. These concepts, apparently simple, are often 

ignored in the public presentation of all kinds of statistical survey. The so-called ‘causal Bayesian networks’ 

help address these problems. They can be described as formal tools for handling uncertainty, combining 

graphical representation and inference (see Sloman Steven and Lagnado David, Causality in Thought, 

Annu. Rev. Psychol. 2015. 66:3.1–3.25). 
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The evaluation on the braking time is not easy for a human driver. It is much 

easier for a computer. This is a case in which the right choice is obvious and 

the technology is able to take it much more efficiently than the human driver. 

Beyond braking time, the technology will be able to evaluate much better than 

us, in a situation similar but not identical to that represented in the figure, also 

the approaching time of a vehicle arriving from the opposite direction, but still 

far enough to allow us to get back after having invaded the opposite lane. 

 

In real life, however, the situations we encounter are not always so 'simple'. 

 

Imagine the situation shown in the figure below. Here our car has three 

options: 

a) to hit pedestrians suddenly crossing the road in front of us (we assume in 

this case that the braking time is not sufficient); 

 

b) to invade the opposite carriageway, probably colliding with the 

approaching vehicle (the approaching time is in fact very limited); 

 

c) to deviate towards the right sidewalk, probably investing a single 

pedestrian who is calmly walking on it. 

 

 

 

In such a situation, if the driver is a human being, no one will probably blame 

him/her, whatever their decision taken out of instinct (no conscious moral 

choice will be made by the human driver). The responsibility of those who 

unexpectedly and suddenly crossed the road without caution is too obvious. 

From a strictly legal point of view, the presence of an unpredictable and 

supervening circumstance is suitable to break the causal link between the 
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driver’s conduct and the casualties. The basic ethical dilemma (hitting the 

persons - perhaps several children - who are crossing the street with great 

imprudence, or running over the single pedestrian - maybe a very old person - 

who is calmly walking along the sidewalk) will not be considered in the 

evaluation that will be made, necessarily ex post, during the trial. 

 

However, when the vehicle is controlled by technology, the situation is 

completely different. Technology does not have an instinct similar to that 

(often unsuccessful) of human beings, therefore it will necessarily have to take 

decisions based on an algorithm. Thus, the ethical dilemma summarized 

above must somehow be dealt with - on a preventive basis - by those who set 

the algorithm parameters. The fact that this ethical choice will remain unknown 

to most people - who will ever have access to and will be able to understand 

the details of the algorithm? – makes the problem more complex, not more 

simple.  

 

We will have to evaluate the ethical profiles of the decision algorithms. Will the 

system necessarily have to respect traffic rules, according to a purely ethical 

criterion9? (In this case, however, the system would never invade the other 

carriageway, even where this is highly recommendable, as in the first example 

above. The result would also be to invest all the different people - maybe the 

children - who are recklessly crossing the road).  

 

Or will the system have to evaluate probabilistically the number (and personal 

characteristics?) of the potential victims in order to take the less harmful 

behaviour, according to utilitarian logic10? (In this way, however, an innocent 

pedestrian walking on the sidewalk will be killed, while the reckless individuals 

who, against any logic, suddenly crossed the road will be spared). 

 

Or, finally, will the system have to behave in a way typical of many AI expert 

systems, thus choosing on the basis of the majority of the decisions taken by 

human beings in similar circumstances? (This, however, does not take into 

account that humans’ choices are often wrong in this domain). 

 

Probably, a colossal effort of (very complex) simplification of the decision 

algorithms will be required. "Other factors being equal, the simplest 

                                                           
9
 So Kant would have probably recommended, following his deontological ethic.  

 
10

 So Bentham would have probably recommended, following his utilitarian ethics. It seems that most 

people, in theory, would approve the utilitarian choice (Bonnefon Jean-François, Shariff Azim and Rahwan 

Iyad, The social dilemma of autonomous vehicles, Science, 24 Jun 2016: Vol. 352, Issue 6293, pp. 1573-

1576). However, hardly anyone would be willing to accept the same logic, if it meant taking risks personally. 

The ethical and philosophical discussion on the so called 'Trolley Problem' will have to be resumed (see for 

instance Edmond David, Would You Kill The  Fat Man? The Trolley Problem and What Your Answer Tells 

Us About Right and Wrong, Princeton University Press, 2014). 
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explanation is to be preferred" were the very words of William of Ockham11. 

Certainly, a lot of work in this field is needed by jurists, sociologists and 

philosophers.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

As we have seen, the legal and ethical problems we will need to address are 

very difficult. Still, this is a road to be followed, unless we choose to accept the 

current reality: a continuous massacre on our roads. 

 

avv. Luciano Butti 
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11

 Philosopher and Franciscan friar who, in the fourteenth century, proposed the methodological principle of 

simplicity, then become fundamental in the philosophy of science ("Occam's Razor"). 


